3/4.7.4

SNUBBERS

LIMITING CONOITION

FOR OPERATION

3.7.4 All snubbers shall

be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONOITIONS 1, 2 and 3 and OPERATIONAL CONOITIONS 4
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CONOITIONS.

ACTIN:
With one or more snubbers inoperable, within 72 hours replace or restore the
inoperable snubber(s) togOPERABLE status and per form an engineering evaluation
per Specification 4.7.4.A on the supported component or declare the supported
system inoperable and follow the appropriate ACTION statement for that system.
SURVEILLANCE RE UIREHENTS

4.7.4 Each snubber shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by performance of the
following augmented inservice inspection program and the requirements of
Specification 4.0.5.
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in this specification, "type of snubber"
snubbers
of the same design and
manufacturer, irrespective of capacity.
As used

shall

b.

mean

V sua

s

ect

o

or
as
inaccessible
are categorized
accessible during reactor operation. Each of these
categories (inaccessible and accessible) may be
inspected independently according to the schedule
determined by Table 4.7.4-1. The visual inspection
interval for each type of snubber shall be
determined based upon the criteria provided in
Table 4.7.4-1.
Snubbers

C~

s
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C

e

shall verify that
visible indications of

Visual inspections
snubber has no

(1)

damage

the
or
the

impaired OPERABILITY, (2) attachments
to
foundation or supporting structure are functional,
and (3) fasteners for the attachment of the snubber
to the component and to the snubber anchorage are
functional. Snubbers which appear inoperable as a

result of visual inspections shall

be

classified

as

unacceptable and may be reclassified acceptable for
the purpose of establishing the next visual
inspection interval, provided that (1) the cause of

the rejection is clearly established and remedied
for that particular snubber and for other snubbers
irrespective of type that may be generically
susceptible; and (2) the affected snubber is
functionally tested in the as-found condition and
determined OPERABLE per Specification 4.7.4e
A review and
evatuatlon shall be performed and documented to
justify continued operation with an unacceptable
snubber.
If continued operation cannot be
justified, the snubber shall be
declared inoperable
==-and the ACTION requirements shall be met.

PLANT SYSTEHS

SURVEILLANCE RE VIREHEHTS

Visuai ins ection Accantancs Criteria+
here ara no vi~s~hie
Visual iasnectiivns shapl ver//(1) aha
indicatfons og damage or impair ed'OPEp ILITY+(2) that attac ents
to the fougdat<on or supporting stry6ture are secure, and (p
locations~where~hubbey movement
n be yajiual ly+nducad s thout
,cisconye'cting the snuhhe+rtha
ha snuhher hes rreeco ot novae nt
andes notgÃzen up. pnubb s whicp+appeay inoperag e as a insult

o~fthesegfsual<inspgction may berdetarmgnad OPE IfLE for e purpose
,of estab'lishiyg the nex isual~inspection inta
1, proy ding th
(l) the cause o~fthe r aetio ~is clearly esta fshad 6d rema 'ed
fo+rthat parti~ular nubber nd fop other spdbbers
at may b
generically+suscay ible,~ d (2)~the affected snub er is f rfctional
tasted in~the'a found~onditpih and d tarmin OPERABLE er
Surveil lmca equireIsents 4„7.4.d.
Functional asts
Ouring the first. refueling shutdown and at least once per M months
thereafter during shutdown a representative sawp1 e of at 1 east
/'t ~ ~f /~~ that
number of snubbers which follows the expression 3S (I+ ")
40M, l&Qp
a~oae~ho-s~~
where c ~ 4, is the allowable number of snubbers not meeting the
acceptance Mter$ a selected by the, operator, shall be functionally
tasted either in-place oe in a bench test
For each number. of
snubbers above c which does not meet the functional test acceptance criteria of Specifications 4.7.4.d., an additional sample
- c) shall
selected according to the expression 35 (1 + ~) (
Z) (a
be functionally tested, where a is th'e total number of snubbers found
inoperable during the functional testing of the representative sample.

t
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Functional testing shall continue according to the expression
b [38 (3. + g)
] where b is the number of snubbers found fnoper
able in the previous re.sample, until no additional inoperable snubbers
are found within a sample or until all snubbers have been functionally
tasted.

(~)

representative sample selected for functional tasting shal1 include
the various configurations, operating environments and the range of
size and capacity of snubbers. At least 25K of the snubbers in the
representative sample sha11 inc1ude snubbers from the following three
categories:
The
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TABLE 4 ~ 7 ~ 4 X';
SNUBBER VISUAL INSPECTION INTERVAL

Column A

Extend Interval
(Notes 1 6 2)';, (Notes 3 E 6)

or Category

,

Column B

'opulation

Column

C,

Repeat Interval Reduce 'Interval
(Notes;.4 &.6).,-., '(Notes 5 6 6):--
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100
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1,000 or

29
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greater

Noto 1!

next visual inspection interval for a snubber
population or category size shall be determined based
upon the previous inspection interval and the number of
unacceptable
snubbers
found during that interval.
Snubbers
be
based
categorized,
their
may
upon
accessibility during power operation, as accessible or
These
inaccessible.
categories may be examined
separately or )ointly. However, the licensee must make
and document that decision before any inspection and
shall use that decision as the basis upon which to
determine the next inspection interval for that category.
Interpolation between population or category sizes and
the number of unacceptable snubbers is permissible. Use
next lower integer for the value of the limit for Columns
that integer includes a fractional value of
A, B, or C
The

Noto 2!
.

if snubbers

interpolation.
If
the number of unacceptable snubbers is equal to or
less than the number in Column A, the next inspection
interval may be twice the previous interval but not
greater than 48 months.
If
the number of unacceptable snubbers is equal to or
less than the number in Column B but, greater than the
number in Column A, the next inspection interval shall be
the same as the previous interval.
unacceptable

Note 3s

Note

i!

as determined by

Noto

SC

If the number of unacceptable snubbers is ecgxal to or
greater than the number in Column C, the next inspection
interval shall be two-thirds of the previous interval.
the number of unacceptable snubbers is less
However,
than the number in Column C but greater than the number
in Column B, the next interval shall be reduced
proportionally by interpolation, that is, the previous
interval shall be reduced by a factor that is one-third
of the ratio of the difference between the number of
unacceptable snubbers found during the previous interval
and the number in Column B to the difference in the

if

numbers

Note

5j

The

all

in

Columns

B

and C.

provisions of Specification 4.0.2 are applicable for
inspection intervals up to and including 48 months.
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Continued }

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

Functional Test (Continued)

In addition to the regular sample, snubbers which failed the previous
functional test shall be retested during the next test period. If a
spare snubber has been installed in place of a failed snubber, then
is repaired and installed in another
both the failed snubber, if
position, and the spare snubber shall be retested. Test results of

it

these snubbers

If any

may

not be included for the re-sampling.

for functional testing either fails to lockup
frozen in place, the cause will be evaluated
and
caused by manufacturer or design deficiency all snubbers of
the same design subject to the same defect shall be functionally
tested. This testing requirement shall be independent of the requirements stated above for snubbers not meeting the functional test
snubber selected

or fails to

move,

if

acceptance

i. e.,

criteria.

For any snubber(s) found inoperable, an engineering evaluation shall
be performed on the components which are supported by the snubber(s)..
The purpose of this engineering evaluation shall be to determine
the components supported by the snubber(s) were adversely affected

if

inoperability of snubber(s) in order to ensure that the
supported component remains capable of, meeting the designed service.

by the

Mechanical Snubbers Functional Test Acce tance
The mechanical

snubber functional

Criteria

test shall verify that:

force that initiates free movement of the snubber rod in
either tension or compression is less than the specified

1.

The

maximum

drag force.

Activation (restraining action) is achieved within the
specified range of velocity or acceleration in both tension

2.

and

compression.

Snubber release rate, where required, is within the specified
range in compression or tension. For snubbers specifically
required not to displace under continuous load, the ability of
the snubber to withstand load without displacement shall be

3.

verified.
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PLANT SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREHEHTS

Snubber Service

p'.

Continued

Lffa Monftorfn

record of the service life of each snubber, the data at which the
designated service life coaeencas and the in'stallatfon and maintenance
records on which the designated servfca life is based shall be maintained as required by Speciffcatfon 6. 10.2.

A

first

Concurrent with the
insarvica visual inspection and at least
once per M months thereafter, the installation and maintenance records
for each snubber shall be revfeved to verffy that the lndlcatsd ser
vice
has not been exceeded or will not be exceeded prior to the

life

lffa review. If the fndfcatad service
scheduled snubber service life
revfev, the snubber service lffa shall be reevaluated or the snubber
shall be replaced or recondftfoned so as to extend its servfca life
beyond the date of the next scheduled service life revfei. This renext scheduled snubber servfca

~

life will be

exceeded

prior to the next

evaluatfon, replacasent or reconditioning shall
records
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All snubbers are required OPERABLE to ensure that the structural integrity
of the reactor coolant system and a11 other safety-related systems is maintained
during and following a seismic or other event initiating dynamic loads. Snubbers
excluded from this inspection program are those installed on nonsafety-related
systems and then only if their failure or failure of the system on which they
are installed would have no adverse effect on* any safety"related system.
The visual inspection frequency is based upon maintaining a constant level
of snubber protection to systems. Therefore, the required inspection internal
varies inversely with the observ'ed snubber failure and is determined by the

nuabar oy ino erabIe~subbers

baiore.that'nterual

found during

an

inspection.

Inspections perioraed

aay be use as a nau reference point to deter
However, the results of such early inspections pe-.
required time interval has elapsed, nominal time

has e1apsed

mine the next inspection.
formed before the original
less 25 , may not be used to lengthen the required inspection
inspection. whose results require a shorter inspection interval

the previous schedule.
When

interval.

Any

will override

the cause of the refection of a snubber is clearly established and
that snubber and for any other snubbers that may be generically

remedied for

susceptible, and verified by inservice functional testing, that snubber may be
exempted from being counted as inoperable.
Generically susceptible snubbers
are those snubbers ~hich are of a specific make or model and have the- same
design features directly related to rejection of the snubber by visual .inspection or are similarly located or exposed to the same environmental conditions,
such as temperature,

radiation,

vibration.

and

When a snubber is found inoperable, an engineering evaluation is pe~formed,
in addition to the determination of the snubber mode of failure, in order to
determine
any safety-related component or system has been adversely affected
the
of the snubber. The engineering evaluation shall determine
inoperability
by
whether or not the snubber mode of failure has imparted a significant effec or
,degradation on the supported component or system.

if

To provide further assuranCe of snubber reliability, a representative sample
of the installed snubbers will be functionally tested during plant shutdowns at
18 month intervals.
Selection of a representative sample according to the
expression=35 (I +
provides a confidence level of approximately 95K that 90~
to 100K.of:..the snub5ers in the plant will be OPERABLE within acceptance limits.
Observed;-failures of these sample snubbers will require functional testing of
additional units.

g

Hydraulic snubbers and mechanical snubbers may each
above surveillance programs.

different entity for the
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Specifically, Generic Letter 90-09 provides a method for
determining the next interval for the visual inspection of

snubbers based upon the number of unacceptable snubbers found
during the previous inspection, the total population or
category size for each snubber type, and the previous
inspection interval.
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3/4 7.4

SHVBBERS

(conCinued)

snubber fs evaluated vfa manufacturer input and
The service lfi'e oi'
fni'ormatfon
through consideration of the snubber service conditions and assocensure
cfatad fnstallatfon and maintenance records (newly installed snubbe~, seal
replaced, sprfng replaced, fn high radf'atfon area, in high temperature area,
etc...). The requfrement to monitor the snubber service lfi'e fs .included to
that the- snubbers periodically undergo a performance evaluation fn view
of their age and operating conditions. These records will provide statistical
bases i'or future consideration oi'nubber service life. The requ'irements for
the mafntanance. of records and the snubber service lfi'e review ari not intended
to ai'f'ect plant operation.

3/4 7. S

5EALN

SOURCE CONTAMINATION

The lfmftatfons on removable contamination for sources required leak tastfng,
surveillance
plutonfum.
fncludfng alpha- emfttars, fs based on 10 CFR 70.39(c) limits for.
this limitatfon will'.ensure Chat leakage from byproduct, source, and special
nuclear material sources will not ixcaed allowable intake, values. 5ealed sources
are classfffed, into three groups accordfng Co.their use, with
requirements.comensurata with the- probability. ot'amage to a source. in that
group. 'hose sources- which are i'raquently handled are required to be tested
more often than those whfch are'not.
Sealed sources whfch are continuously
enclosed within a shielded mechanism, f.e., sealed sources within radiation
monitoring or boron- measuring devices, are considered to ba stored .and need not
be tested unless they « e removed from thi shielded mechanism.
~

3/4 7. 8'IRE

SUPPRESSION

SYSTEMS

of the fire suppression systems ensures that adequate ffre
capability fs available to conffne and extfngufsh fires occurrfng
fn any portfon ot'he facf1fty where safety related equfpment is located. The
ffre suppression syste» consists of the water system, spray and/or sprinklers,
The collective capability
CO~ systems, Halon systems and ffre hose stations.
of the fire suppression systems fs adequate to minimize potential damage to
safety, related equipment and fs a major element fn the facflfty fire protection
The OPERABILITY

suppression

progt'48'n'the

event that portions of the ffre suppression systems are inoperable,
alternate backup fire ffghtfng equipment is required to be made available fn
the affected areas un'tfl the inoperable equipment fs restored to service. Ken
the fnoperable fire i'fghtfng equipment. fs intended for usa as a backup means
suppression, a Ionger period oi'ime fs allowed to provide an alternate
means of fire ffghtfng than ff the inoperable equipment is the primary means of
f'fre suppression.
oi'fre
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PLANT'SYSTEMS

3/4.7.4

SNUBBERS

LIMITING CONDITION

FOR OPERATION

3.7.4 All snubbers shall

be OPERABLE.

ii

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, and 3.
CONDITIONS.

PEIN

OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 4

EI

TE

0

II

ACTION:

With one or more snubbers inoperable on any system, within 72 hours replace or
restore the inoperable snubber(s) to OPERABLE status and perform an engineering
evaluation per Specification 4.7.4g on the attached component or declare the
attached system inoperable and follow the appropriate ACTION statement for that
system.
SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.7.4 Each snubber shall be demonstrated OPERABl.E by performance of the
following augmented inservice inspection program and the requirements of
Specification 4.0.5.
a.

Ins ection T es
sl

in this specification, type of snubber shall mean snubbers
of the same design and manufacturer, irrespective of capacity.

As used

b.

Visual Ins ections
are categorized asIinaccessible or accessib'le during reacto~
operation. Each of these groups (inaccessible and accessible) may be
inspected independently according to the schedule below. Tee-first
mserv4ce-visual-inspection-of-each-type-of —snubber-sha+1-be-performed

Snubbers

-after

4-months-but-wi-thin-10-months-of-commencing-POWER-OPERATION-and
i<Hude-aH-snubbers
f—al-1-snubbers-of-each-type-o~n~ys=
aha% —

—.I

tern-,,are-found-OPERABLE-dung-4he-f4rst-i+service-v4su~spec44on,
the=second-$ nserv iee-v qua 1-+nspecti on-of-that-sys-tern-shal-1-be-per=

formded'-'at-the-fiat-refue44o~utag~therwi-s~sub sequent-'v4sua-1
—i-accordance-w~

i~spectAens-of-a-given-system-shaM-be-performed

th~alW~~edu4v.
~ERMlt4EQ l5'I

TC~KLE.
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Continued

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

o. Inoperable<Snubber
of
Each,T+e op+Any Sys em
erÃnsoection Period

S

sequel

Visual

ns ectdan Pentad*a
8 morghs
2
5X
months
<month a 25K
4 dayp a 25
62 gags 0 28

t

K

3,4
5,6p
8

c.

or

3Vda

more

s

&25m

Criteria
Qi6 Mu~K HM
Visual inspections shall verify~(l) &at 4heve-are-no visible
Visua1 Insnection Acceptance

indications of damage or impaired OPERABILIp< (2g attachments to
the foundation or supporting structure are seeQw, and (3) fasteners
for attachment pg~ge snubber to the component and to the snubber
anchor a e are secure~ Snubbers which appear inoperable as a result
o v sual inspections-may-be-detem|4ned-OPERA84F
for the purpose: of
establishing the next visual inspection interval, providing that'.
(1) the cause of the rejection is clearly established and remedied

for that particular

for other snubbers irrespective of , ',
generically susceptible; and (2) the p~
affected snubber is functionally tested in the as found condition and
determined OPERABLE per Specifications 4.7.4f. -Foe-those-snubbers
snubber and

type on that system that

may be

common-to-more-than-one-syste~he-OKRABB;Il-Y-of-'uch-snubbers-shal-1
,be-cons4dered&n-assess4ng-the-'surveA4ance-schedule-Ar-each-of-@he
mo oocgmmtEb
r~ed-systems. Pmu<~ o40 ~u~owcd
eE.

W~Q

d.

Transient

~
~

~
~t. ~~p~
V4~ ~ gQ~~~ <Au~s~ ~><<~ ~~~
~~~
Event Ins ection ~~< >«~i~4~u~~~ Mcu ~ ~KKH ~I12jp1Ql+
~ ~~
sec-

s-OI4%4u~

p4Q TAt

inspection shall be performed of all snubbers attached to
tions of systems that have experienced unexpected, potentially damagi'ng transients as determined from a review of operational data and a
visual inspection of the systems. within 6 months following such an
event. In addition to satisfying the visual inspection acceptance
criteria, freedom-of-motion of mechanical snubbers shall be verified
using at least one of the following: (1) manually induced snubbe~
movement; or (2) evaluation of in-place snubber piston setting; or
(3) stroking the aechanica1 snubber through its rul1 range or trave|.
An

u

~l
(Se.eeoc ~~

~4e3

b~engthene&eore-t.hen-one-step-atilt-ice-un-l-ess-a-geneH-c-proem|-has-been

—in-that-event-the-inspect4~temalwa~e.
-hfent+f+ed-and-corrected-;
that-type-are-fecund-a~harem.
M-no-inoperatAe
lengthened-one-step-the-fi-rst —time-and-two-steps-thereafter —
snubbers-of —
ptj
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TABLE 4 ~ 7 ~ 4
INSPECTION INTERVAL"

VISE)
Column A

or, Category, Extend Interval
(Notes 1, 4 2} 'Notes- 3 & 6)

1'NUBBER

Column B-

Column.

''Population"

,-

C.

Repeat Interval',:Reduce ':Interval
(Notes 4 R 6}',,, ...(Notes .5-=8 6},.j:,.

80

100
150

200

13

300

12

400

25
36

500

12

24

48

750

20

40

78

or
greater

1,000

Noto 1!

Note 2c

29

for a snubber
next visual inspection interval
based
determined
shall be
population or category size interval
of
number
the
and
upon the previous inspection
interval.
that
found during
snubbers
unacceptable
their
upon
based
categorized,
be
may
Snubbers
or
accessible
as
operation,
accessibility during powercategories
examined
be
may
These
inaccessible.
However, the licensee must make
)ointly.
or
separately
and
and document that decision before any inspection
which
upon
basis
the
shall use that decision as interval for that category.to
determine the next inspection
or category sizes and
Interpolation between population
is permissible. Use
snubbers
unacceptable
the number of
limit for Columns
the
of
value
the
for
next lower integer
value of
fractional
a
includes
integer
that
A, B, or C
unacceptable snubbers as determined by interpolation.
is equal to or
the number of unacceptable snubbers
next inspection
less than the number in Column A, theinterval
but not
interval may be twice the previous
greater than 48 months.
is equal to orthe number of unacceptable snubbers
than the
greater
B but
less than the number in Column
shall beinterval
number in Column A, the next inspection
the same as the previous interval.

The

if

Note 3c

Noto 4!

109

If

If

Noto

5S

If the number of unacceptable snubbers is ecpxal to or
greater than the number in Column C, the next inspection
interval shall be two-thirds of the previous interval.
However,
the number of unacceptable snubbers is less
than the number in Column C but greater than the number
in Column B, the next interval shall be reduced
proportionally by interpolation, that is, the previous
interval shall be reduced by a factor that is one-third
of the ratio of the difference between the number of
unacceptable snubbers found during the previous interval
and the number in Column B to the difference in the

if

numbers

Moto

6S

The

all

in

Columns

B

and C.

provisions of Specification 4.0.2 are applicable for
inspection intervals up to and including 48 months.

PLANT SYSTEMS
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Continued

Functional Tests
Ouring the first refueling shutdown and at least once per 18 months
thereafter during shutdown, a representative sample of snubbers shall
be tested using one of the following sample plans for each type of
snubber.
The sample plan shall be selected prior to the test, period
and cannot, be changed during the test period. The NRC Regional Admin"
lstrator shall be notified in writing of the sample plan selected
prior to the test period or the sample plan used in the prior test
period shall be implemented:
At least 1N of the total of each type of snubber shall be'unc1)
tionally tested either in"place or in a bench test. For each
snubber of a type that does not meet the functional test accept-

criteria of Specification 4. 7.4f., an additional lOX of
that type of snubber shall be functionally tested until no more
failures are found, or until all snubbers of that type have been
functionally tested; or
A representative
sample of each type of snubber shall be functionally tested in accordance with Figure 4. 7.4-1. "C" is the
total number of snubbers of a type found not meeting the acceptance requirements of Specification 4.7.4f. The cumulative~
number of snubbers of a type tested is denoted by "N". At the
end of each day's testing, the new values of "N" and "C" (previous day's total plus current day's increments) shall be
plotted on Figure'4.7.4-1. If at any time the point plotted
falls in the Reject" region all snubbers of that type shall be
functionally tested. If at any time the point plotted falls in
the "Accept" region, testing of snubbers of that type may be
terminated. Mhen the point plotted lies in the "Continue Testing" region, additional snubbers of that type shall be tested
until the point falls in the "Accept" region or the "Reject"
region, or all the snubbers of that type have been tested. Testing equipment failure during functional testing may invalidate
that day's testing and allow that day's testing to resume anew
at a later time, providing all snubbers tested with the failed
equipment. during the day of equipment failure are reteqted; or
An initial representative sample of 55 snubbers of each type
shall be functionally tested. For each snubber type which does
not meet the functional test acceptance criteria, another sample
of at least one-half the size of the initial sample shall be
tested until the total number tested is equal to the initial
sample size multiplied by the factor, 1 + C/2, where "C" is the
number of snubbers found which do not meet the functional test
acceptance criteria. The results from this sample plan shall be
plotted using an "Accept'ine which fbllows the equation N =
55(1 + C/2). Each snubber point should be plotted as soon as
If the point plotted falls on or below
the snubber is tested.
the "Accept" line, testing of that type of snubber may be terminated.. If the point plotted falls above the "Accept" line, testing must continue until the point falls in the "Accept", region
or all the snubbers of that type have been tested.
ance

2)

3)
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representative sample selected for the functional test sample
plans shall be randomly selected from the snubbers of hach type and
reviewed before beginning the testing. The review shall ensure as
far as practica1 that they are representative of the various configurations, operating environments, range of size, and capacity of
snubbers of each type. Snubbers placed in the same locations as
snubbers which failed the previous functional test shall be retested
at the time of'he next functional test, but shall not be included in
the sample plan.
during the functional testing, additional
sampling is required due to failure of only one type of snubber, the
functional testing results shall be reviewed at the time to deter
mine
additional samples should be limited to the type of snubber
which has failed the functional testing.
Functional Test Acceptance Criteria
The

If

if

functional test shall verify that:
Activation (restraining action) is achieved within the specified
1)
range in both tension and compression;
Snubber bleed, or release rate where required, is present in
2)
both tension and compression, within the specified range;
Where required, the force required to initiate or maintain
3)
motion of the snubber is within the specified range in both.
directions of travel; and
For snubbers specifically required not to displace under
4)
continuous load, the ability of the'nubber to withstand load
without displacement.
Testing methods may'e used to measure parameters indirectly or
parameters other than those specified
those results can be
correlated to the specified parameters through established methods.
Functional Test Failure Anal sis
An engineering evaluation shall be made of each failure to meet the
functional test acceptance criteria to determine the cause af the
failure. The results of this evaluation shall be used, if applicable,
in selecting snubbers to be tested in an effort to determine the
OPERASILITY of other snubbers irrespective of type which may be
subject to the same failure mode.
For the snubbers found inoperable, an engineering eva'luation shall
be performed on the components to which the inoperable snubbers are
attached. The purpose of this engineering evaluation shall be to
determine if the components to which the inoperable snubbers are
attached were adversely affected by the inoperability of the snubbers
in order to ensure that the component remains capable of meeting the
designed service.
The snubber

if
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
.

If any

for functional testing either fails to
or fails to move, i.e., frozen-in-place, the cause will be
evaluated and
caused by manufacturer or design deficiency all
snubbers of the same type subject to the same defect shall be func-.
tionally tested. This testing requirement shall be independent of
the requirements stated in Specification 4.7.4e. for snubbers not
meeting the functional test acceptance criteria.
lock

snubber selected

up

if

Functional Testin

h.

Snubbers which

of

fail

Re

gifted and Replaced Snubbers

the visual inspection or the functional test

acceptance criteria shall be repaired or replaced.
Replacement
snubbers and snubbers which have repairs which might affect the

functional test result shall

be tested to meet the functional test
before installation in the unit. Mechanical snubbers shall
have met the acceptance criteria subsequent to their most recent
service, and the freedom-of-motion test must have been performed
within 12 months before being installed in the unit.

criteria

1

Snubber Service

~

service
the service

The

Life

Replacement

life of all
life is not

Pro ram

snubber s shall be monitored to ensure that
exceeded between surveillance inspections.

service life for various seals, springs, and
other critical parts shall be determined and established based on
engineering information and shall be extended or shortened based on
monitored test results and failure history. Critical parts shall be
replaced so'hat the maximum service 'life will. not be exceeded during
a period when the snubber is required to be OPERA8LE. The parts
replacements shall be documented and the documentation shall be
retained in accordance with Specification 6.10.2.
The maximum expected

~

j
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SNUBBERS

All snubbers are required OPERABLE to ensure that the structural integrity
of the reactor coolant system and all other safety-related systems is maintained
during and following a seismic or other event initiating dynamic loads. Snubbers
excluded from this inspection program are those installed on nonsafety-related
systems and then only if their failure or failure of the system on which they
are installed would have no adverse effect on any safety-re'rated system.
Snubbers are classified and grouped by design and manufacturer but not by
For example, mechanical snubbers utilizing the same design features of
the 2-kip, 10-kip, and 100"kip capacity manufactured by Company "A" are of the
The same design mechanical snubber s manufactured by Company "B" for
same type.
the purposes of this Technical Specification would be of a different type, as
would hydraulic snubbers from either manufacturer.

size.

list of

individual snubbers with detailed information of snubber locasize and of system affected shall be available at the plant in accordance with Section 50.71{c) of 10 CFR Part 50. The accessibility of each snubber
shall be determined and approved by the Plant Operations Review Committee. The
determination shall be based upon the existing radiation levels and the expected
time to perform a visual inspection in each snubber location as well as other
i'actors associated with accessihi1ity during piant operations (e.g., temperature,
atmosphere, location, etc.), and the recommendations of Regulatory Guides 8.8
and 8. 10. The addition or deletion of any snubber shall be made in accordance
with Section 50.59 of 10 CFR 'Part 50.
A

tion

and

The visual inspection frequency is based upon maintaining a constant level
of snubber protection to each ~ety-ma&ted system. Therefore, the required
inspection interval varies inversely with the observed snubber failures -on w
n
and is determined by the number of inoperable snubbers found during
an ins ection. of each system,
order-to-estabVi-sh-the-4nspection-A-equencyinconstant-w44h-tAme-and.

~m

—

—snubber-on-a-safety~ed-system , it-was-assumed-that-4he
fvequenc~of —
snubb~a4Wres-and-&444+44ag-events —
Cm4-4he —
0ai-1-ure-of—any-snubb~n-that-system-couhf-cause-the-sys4ea~~e
unprotected-and-to-resul-t- in-f@-l.ure-dung-an-assumed-444-a&g-event.
Inspections performed before that interval has elapsed may be used as a new
reference point to determine the next inspection. However, the results of such
early inspections performed before the original required time interval has
elapsed (nominal time less 25K) may not be used to lengthen the required inspection interval. Any inspection whose results required a shorter'inspection
interval will override the previous schedule.
$ emeach-'type-of

The acceptance criteria are to be used in the visual inspection to determine. OPERABILITY of the snubbers.
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Specifically, Generic Letter 90-09 provides a method, for
determining the next interval for the visual inspection of
snubbers based upon the number of unacceptable snubbers found
during the previous inspection, the total population or
category size for each snubber type, and the previous
inspection interval.

~
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SNUBBERS

To provide assurance of snubber functional reliability one of three
functional testing methods is used with the stated acceptance criteria:

I.

Functionally test 10K of a type of snubber with
tested for each functional testing failure, or

2.

Functionally test

an

additional

10K

size and determine sample acceptance or

a sample

rejection using Figure 4.7.4-1, or

Functionally test a representative sample size and determine sample
or rejection using the stated equation.

acceptance

Figure 4.7.4-1

Plan4 as described
Acheson J. Ouncan.

was developed

using "Hald's Sequential Probebility Ratio

in Quality Control

and

Industrial Statistics"

by

Permanent or other exemptions. from the surveillance program for: individual
snubbers may be granted by the Coeaission
a justifiable basis for exemption
is presented and, if'pplicable, snubber life destructive. testing was performed
to qualify the snubbers- for the applicable design conditions't either the completion of their fabrication or at. a subsequent date-. Snubbers so exempted
shall be listid in theof individual snubbers indicating the extent of
the exemptions.

if

list

The service life of a snubber is eval'uated via manufacturer input and
information through consideration of the snubber service conditions and associated installation and. maintenance records: (newly installed snubber, seal
replaced, spring replaced, in high radiation area,.in high temperature area,
etc.). The requirement to monitor the snubber service life is included to
that the snubbers- periodically undergo a performance evaluation in view
" ensure
of their age and operating conditions. These records will provide statistical
bases for future. consideration- of snubber service life.

'~

3/4.7. S-~

'+gal

CKG SOURCE CONTAMINATION

Timftations.on removable contamination for sources requiring leak
based on 10 CFR 70.39(c) limits for
plutoniea. This limitation will ensure that leakage froia byproduct, source,
and special nuclear material sources will not exceed allowable intake values.
Sealed sources are classified into three groups according, to their use, with
surveillance requirements coeaensurate with the probability of damage to a
source in that group. Those sources which are frequently handled are required
be tested more often than those which are not. Sealed sources which, are
continuously. enclosed within a shielded mechanism, i.e., sealed sources within
radiation ponitoring or boron measuring devices, are considered to be stored and
need not be tested unless they are removed from the shielded mechanism.
The

testing, including alpha emitters, is

'o
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